Vanagon subaru conversion

The California Legal Subaru Conversion! Rely on Japanese engineering. Plus, it's easier to find
parts and service. Enjoy increased fuel economy, 87 octane cheaper gas, and less maintenance.
Based on our experience, the Subaru engine conversion is the clear choice we recommend.
Nothing else even comes close. Having a Subaru conversion eliminates the problems your
Vanagon never should have had in the first place. All of this makes the Subaru conversion the
smoothest, most balanced, lowest maintenance conversion possible for your Vanagon. Prices
for the California legal 2. Currently we do the Subaru conversion on the water-cooled Vanagon
only. We start with a professionally rebuilt engine with many Subaru factory parts: only the best
of the best for our beloved VW Vanagons! After that we install new outer seals, pulleys, belts, a
shortened oil pan, clutch for manual , cooling system, hoses, and exhaust. The old engine and
wiring are removed from the Vanagon and the conversion wiring harness is installed, followed
by the conversion installation and hook up. After the initial test drive we check for codes, leaks,
temperature, and running condition. Once we give your Vanagon a clean bill of health, we take
two more much longer test drives. We repeat the process until we feel great handing you the
keys to your new Subaru-powered Vanagon. Currently we don't sell a complete conversion kit
for home use, but we are always doing them in-house. Subaru Long-Life coolant; Prestone or
equivalent if not available. After hundreds of VW Subaru conversions, we have clear
recommendations for how to take care of your new engine. Take it easy for the first 1, miles.
Avoid hard starts and stops. Don't use cruise control much, if at all. After 1, miles, your VW van
needs to come back here for an oil change and inspection included in the conversion price.
View Parts. More Reliability Rely on Japanese engineering. More Savings Enjoy increased fuel
economy, 87 octane cheaper gas, and less maintenance. This increased power comes in an
engine that's more compact, so your engine compartment is less cluttered than it was
originally. Also, u nlike some other Vanagon engine conversions, we don't raise the engine lid
or alter your bed, and there's no loss of ground clearance on the 2wd. There will be a 1" loss in
a 4wd with the modified skid plate installed. You get increased power with the Subaru
conversion while also saving money every time you drive your VW van by being able to use 87
octane gas. Tune-ups also save money, because the new Subaru engine only requires replacing
the spark plugs and spark plug wires, and the computer self-adjusts the rest. The original VW
engine has many more parts, and a tune-up requires adjusting timing and mixture by hand.
Subaru engine diagnostics are mostly done by the computer with the fuel injection system's
on-board diagnostics OBD1. This way even technicians unfamiliar with Volkswagen Vanagons
can repair it and repairs will be needed much less frequently. Any mechanic familiar with
Japanese cars nearly everyone, everywhere can diagnose, easily attain parts for, and repair a
problem with your Subaru engine. Good luck with that on a Vanagon engine! A Frankensteined
Vanagon? Not on our watch Plus the engine has better gas mileage and can use 87 octane gas!
Make your Vanagon better than new: Having a Subaru conversion eliminates the problems your
Vanagon never should have had in the first place. It simplifies the cooling system by replacing
the many large and small cooling hoses in your engine compartment with 2 metal pipes and 3
thick, new, easily visible hoses. Fewer hoses means fewer potential problems. You also get a
redone wiring harness which is bench-tested to make sure you have perfect wiringâ€”you're not
reusing your old harness like you would on a rebuilt Vanagon engine. And unlike with a rebuilt
VW engine, the Subaru conversion comes with a new stainless steel exhaust, including catalytic
converter, and a new clutch. The Subaru engine is engineered to last more than , miles almost ,
more miles than the VW rebuild, high-powered or not. This is due to excellent design by Subaru.
It starts with a factory-designed counterbalanced crankshaft, 4 valves per cylinder not 2 like the
VW engine, even the high performance ones , and 1 overhead cam on each head to open them.
In addition, the Subaru has a fuel injection system that is miles ahead of what Vanagons use.
What does the Vanagon Subaru conversion cost? How do you do the VW Subaru conversion?
Do you sell VW Subaru conversion kits? Maintenance after your Vanagon Subaru conversion:
Which oil do I use? When do I have a tune-up done? Every 30, miles. How about oil changes?
Every 3, miles. How do I break in my Subaru engine correctly? Please note: Conversion kits are
a custom order and can take weeks before ready to ship complete. Cores must be returned
within 90 days of the date of order. Please include a copy of your original invoice with your
return. At this time, we can only accept manifold cores from donor cars. We were one of the first
do-it-yourself kits on the market and, with over conversions released into the wild, we've honed
our parts and processes to offer a streamlined conversion experience. We manufacture the vast
majority of the conversion parts at our state-of-the-art fabrication shop here in Fort Collins, CO.
Parts are jig-welded for a perfect fit every time. Our kit is the most complete on the market: from
custom intake to a full stainless steel exhaust and everything in between. It comes with a
comprehensive manual that details the step by step procedures to accomplish the conversion.
We offer hundreds of additional parts at discounted pricing when ordered with your conversion

kit. Gone are the days of buying from multiple vendors only to find out that your components
are not compatible. So go ahead and get your Vanagon the present you have both been
dreaming of. In addition to the best parts on the market, Rocky Mountain Westy is proud of our
long tradition of complete customer support. At any point in the conversion process, from
contemplating your initial purchase to the after-conversion set-up, feel free to contact us with
specific questions. Our reviews speak for themselves! The most complete conversion kit on the
market! Convert your Volkswagen Vanagon to a Subaru 2. A power plant conversion presents
the perfect opportunity to upgrade other essential components. For instance, when you have
the Subaru motor out, why not take a little extra time to renew the timing belt and water pump?
With the engine out of your Vanagon, why not tackle those CV joint boots or drop the fuel tank
to add RMW coolant pipes? How about a fuel tank reseal kit? Please note: We are continually
upgrading our parts and instructions. The image above may not reflect the actual parts you will
receive. Rest assured that it only gets better. This kit directly supports the 2. Please call if your
motor is not within these guidelines. Although DOHC motors can be used with success, there
will be additional modifications that you will need to make. Please let us know if you have a
DOHC motor so that we may make adjustments to the components of your kit before it ships.
Note: If you plan to convert to a Subaru transmission when you repower your Van, there are
several items in this kit that will not work for you. We can work with you to eliminate these
components and design a kit for your specific needs. Aircooled Vanagons will require the
customer to source the necessary cooling system components. Please let us know if you are
converting an aircooled Vanagon. Vanagons using a diesel transmission will need to source the
correct bell-housing as our kit will not work with the diesel specific bell-housing. Feel free to
call us with any questions you may have regarding the conversion process. We love what we do
and can help you design your perfect Vanagon. Click here for instructions on how to remove
your Subaru Harness Sending in a wiring harness for conversion? Click here to download our
harness info form Click here to see if your Subaru coolant manifold qualifies for a core return.
My Account. Conversion Kit. Vehicle Information. Kit Options. Replacement Coolant Tubes:.
None Highly Recommended for 1. Coolant Bottle:. Oil Pan:. Vehicle Speed Sensor:. Harness
Service:. Add MAF Adapter. Exhaust Options. Yes please! Please email it to me. California Prop
65 Warning. Related Products Harness Service. Conversion Kit Colorado Version. RMW
Conversion Kit. Reviewer: mo mohsen from Stouffville, ON Canada. Van Conversion wiring
harness. Great Company- Great kit. View All Customer Reviews. These Subaru engines are very
impressive. They are state of the art engineering with 5 main bearings, 4 valves per cylinder and
two overhead cams. They feature an engine management computer capable of learning as you
drive with input from crank and cam position sensors, knock sensors, oxygen sensors and it
controls the spark, fuel injectors, and timing. It has no distributor, cap, or rotor and the motors
don't even have plug wires! The outstanding reliability of these engines is evident by their
popularity in light aircraft. The 2. It has great torque throughout the rpm range and keeps up
with traffic easily, even in the heavier Westfalia and Syncro and runs extremely well behind both
the manual and the automatic transmissions. Fuel mileage has proven to be better than with the
stock engine even with the additional power, and all run beautifully on regular gas. We can use
most of the 2. The is a particularly torquey motor and is the perfect engine for the heavier
Syncro and Camper Vans. As a horizontally opposed four, the Subaru motor fits like it was
meant to be there and all the original Vanagon options can remain functional; cruise control, air
conditioning as well as the Syncro skid plate. For more information on turbocharged engine
conversions head on over to our dedicated 2. All of our conversions include an extensive list of
parts that we have developed to make the conversion fit and function better than the original
engine. A few years ago, no one would have imagined the number of parts we would eventually
develop to make these motors a perfect match for the Vanagon. There are a number of cheaper
conversions for the Vanagon, but there isn't one that compares with the fit and function of the
Subaru engine using SmallCar parts See our completed Vanagons page for more photos, and
our FAQ for answers to common questions. If you have any questions about a Subaru
conversion, don't hesitate to contact our conversion expert, Brian, at or by using our
conversion contact form. OBD1 special: Completely rebuilt high torque 2. All engines above
have a one year warranty on all internal parts and 90 days on externals. There are no hidden
costs, just a few options shown as optional items below. We also convert the air cooled Vans.
This includes an updated dash and a real heater. Dash air conditioning is optional and works
very well. Prices below include parts and labor when performed with a conversion. Update:
Dave stopped by to check out our new shop and let us know that his 2. When an appointment is
scheduled we generally take a deposit of approximately the engine cost. For all new parts, we
have a one year warranty. Used engines have a one year warranty on internal parts. The
warranty is 90 days on external parts. Extended warranties may available on some parts

manufactured by us. For the full warranty to be valid, the vehicle must have a mile service
performed by Small Car. Please be sure to allow time for this after you pick up your car. If the
vehicle cannot be returned to us for warranty service, repairs at another location should be
authorized with us before the repairs are completed. Diagnosis is covered only when performed
in our shop. We install, service and personally use what we sell. After building over Subaru
powered Vans and Vanagons, we have learned a lot about how to make them run well. From
cooling systems to wiring harnesses, we have designed our products to get your Subaru
conversion up and running quickly and keep it performing well for years. Our parts allow you to
install a Subaru engine and lose nothing of the original Vanagon's utility and great design. It
can be difficult to find all the right parts to make your Subaru powered Van come to life. When
you purchase our parts, we help your project come together quickly and successfully. For those
who choose to buy a complete package from us, expect prompt, accurate replies to your
questions. No one else offers anything close in design, performance and support. My Account.
Orders Wish list Track my order s. Track my order s. Sign in Register E-mail. Password Forgot
your password? Register for a new account. Anti-bot validation. Sign in. Remember me. My cart
Cart is empty. Cart is empty. View cart. Type 2 Album. Other Galleries. Subaru Conversion
Parts. Driving Upgrades. Other Parts. Subaru Parts. SVX Parts. Here is a partial list: Cast
aluminum bellhousing 5 different cast aluminum oil pans 5 engine mounts, 5 stainless headers
Stainless exhaust system Flexible dipstick Brake upgrades Numerous cooling system and other
parts There are a number of cheaper conversions for the Vanagon, but there isn't one that
compares with the fit and function of the Subaru engine using SmallCar parts Flexplate for
automatics. I put it into 4th leaving Tacoma, and never geared down until the border. There is a
hill on the main road of our island that the other Syncro Westy on island with a Waterboxer
performance 2. This van sails up the hill in 4th gear. I'm very pleased and barring the
unforeseen I'll be back next fall or winter for the brake up-grade and the drive shaft with the
de-coupler. I'll do my best to send more vans your way. First, as you know I have always kept
close track of my '87 Vanagon's gas mileage. For the entire six months before your conversion I
averaged I now have , miles on the 2. I am sure I will do even better this summer when I take my
cross country trip. The engine is running beautifully, and it is so quiet at idle that I sometimes
have to look at the tach to make sure it is still running when I am at a stop light. The ext
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ra power is the added bonus that is hard to believe. I remember that I use to have to downshift
to get up most of the hills in my neighborhood. Even in cruise control on the highway the
engine would lug and I would have to downshift up the steeper grades. Now if I set it at 65 it
stays there with no sign of slowing down. I guess the greatest statement I can make is that I
have grown so accustomed to my new Vanaroo that I hardly notice that the change was done.
Except for less noise, improved gas mileage, and the acceleration, one wouldn't notice at all.
Thank you for being so helpful with the conversion. You were always there to answer questions
and to make things right if I had any concerns. I will gladly answer any questions anyone might
have about the conversion you did for me. I really think your onto something big, and I am
proud to be the first 2. Dave Update: Dave stopped by to check out our new shop and let us
know that his 2. My account Sign in Create account Orders Wish list.

